SAM 600 of Australia Newsletter, Issue No.142

July - September, 2017.

Texaco winners at Echuca Oldtimer event L to R Steve Gullock 2nd, Don Grant 1st and Graeme Gulbin 3rd.

Electric Texaco winners at Echuca Oldtimer L to R Steve Gullock 2nd, Gavin Dunn 1st and Roger Mitchell 3rd.

November 11th & 12th

Cohuna
Saturday: 1/2A Texaco, Burford, Duration.
Sunday: Texaco, ‘38 Antique, Climb & Glide.

November 26th

Ballarat
Sunday: 1/2A Texaco, Texaco, Duration, Climb & Glide.
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FROM THE PRESlDENT

Kevin Fryer.
Thanks to all Sam 600 Members for their help
in running things over the past year. A lot of
things go on behind the scenes to make things
run smooth.
Nick has just cut me a fourth Cumulus with all
the bugs sorted out.
Gary Ryan supplied Nick the software to 3D
print a scale pilot head of himself. A quality print takes about eight
hours, and the result was very good.
I hope you all have your models sorted out for the Eastern States Gas
Champs. Vintage glider starts on Friday and the weather is looking
good. It will be interesting to see how Half A Electric goes.
Hope to see you up there at Wangaratta.
Safe trip,
Kevin Fryer.

THE RETlRING CONTEST
CO-ORDlNATOR’S
FAREWELL REPORT

Brian Laughton.
Hi Fellas, Well this is my last C/D report although I don't have much to report as we have
all been in hibernation over the winter months.
Our first comp this season was in very good
weather at Echuca where some great flying was
had by all and a very spectacular crash was had by Kevin Fryer.
A very sore finger was had by Rob Taylor when he stuck it in the prop
of a Burford model he was launching so he now has to apply for the
membership to the very exclusive ”SILLY OLD BUGGERS CLUB” .
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THE lTALlAN FUNERAL
A Jewish man was leaving a convenience
store with his espresso when he noticed a
most unusual Italian funeral procession
approaching the nearby cemetery.
A black hearse was followed by a second
black hearse about 50 feet behind the
first one. Behind the second hearse was a
solitary Italian man walking a dog on a
leash. Behind him, a short distance back,
were about 200 men walking in single file.
The Jewish man couldn't stand the curiosity. He respectfully approached the
Italian man walking the dog and said, "I
am so sorry for your loss, and this may be
a bad time to disturb you, but I've never
seen an Italian funeral like this. Whose
funeral is it?"
"My wife's."
“What happened to her?"
"She yelled at me and my dog attacked
and killed her."
He inquired further, "But who is in the
second hearse?"
My mother-in-law. She came to help my
wife and the dog turned on her and killed
her also.
A very poignant and touching moment of
Jewish and Italian brotherhood and silence passed between the two men.
The Jewish man then asked, "Can I borrow the dog?"
The Italian man replied, "Get in the line."

I would like to say that I have enjoyed my journey for the last 11 years as C/D and I have given it up only because I
have lost the fire in the belly and I believe it is time for a new person to take up the reigns and I wish Don Grant all
the best and I'm sure he will do an excellent job and maybe bring some fresh ideas to the task and I will give him all
the assistance I can.
Well that’s about all I have to say so goodbye see you all at the next comp.
Brian Laughton

SAM 600 CONTEST CO-ORDlNATOR REPORT
From Don Grant.

During the handover from Brian L we discussed the problem of getting through events with
members flying in both IC and electric events.
One suggestion was to only fly 1/2A and Duration on the first day with full rounds and on the
second day fly Texaco with full rounds and fit in Burford and 38 Antique as best we can,
with restricted rounds or as climb and glide type competitions. If time allowed at the end of
the first day we could fly Burford in full or split the comp and fly the rest of it on Sunday.
I can’t see much point in continuing with climb and glide as we never fly it.
Another suggestion made at the Echuca meeting was to have the days completely open and have the flyoffs at the
end of the day. This sounds OK but if the wind was to come up in the afternoon we may not be able to have any
flyoffs.
Some more points to consider,

 9am. Starts.
 Fly time restricted comps, if enough flights can’t be flown to qualify for the flyoff bad luck.
 Whatever happens members need to be aware of the difficulty in squeezing both IC and Electric in and get their
entries in and paid for promptly, there seems to be a lot of time wasted for no reason.

Cheers, Don Grant.
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“The Stebbings Memorial” Champ of Champs - 2017
Event

1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

Number
In
Fly Off

ROY ROBINSON 29th January, 2017

PROGRESSIVE POINTS
I/C
Kevin Fryer

39

1st

Texaco

Col Collyer

Steve Gullock

Don Grant

5

Don Grant

39

1st

Duration

Kevin Fryer

Col Collyer

Steve Jenkinson

4

Lyn Clifford

24

2nd

Electric Texaco

Gavin Dunn

1

Steve Gullock

19

3rd

Electric Duration

Gavin Dunn

2

Robert Taylor

16

4th

Col Collyer

15

5th

Steve Jenkinson

13

6th

Bob Wilson

ECHUCA 25th-26th March, 2017
Texaco

Kevin Fryer

Lyn Clifford

Steve Gullock

6

Pat Keely

6

7th

Electric Texaco

Steve Gullock

Roger Mitchell

Laurie Baldwin

2

Graeme Gulbin

5

8th

Duration

Col Collyer

Lyn Clifford

Don Grant

4

Brian Laughton

4

9th

Electric Duration

Kevin Fryer

Roger Mitchell

Laurie Baldwin

3

Stuart Sinclair

4

9th

½A Texaco

Robert Taylor

Kevin Fryer

Don Grant

4

R Yates

1

10th

Elec ½A Texaco

Steve Jenkinson

Col Collyer

Laurie Baldwin

8

Max Heap

1

10th

Burford Event

Kevin Fryer

Steve Jenkinson

Lyn Clifford

3

‘38 Antique

Kevin Fryer

Col Collyer

Don Grant

5

VIC/SA State Champs 6th-7th May, 2017
1/2A Texaco

Kevin Fryer

Don Grant

Lyn Clifford

4

Elec ½ A

Steve Jenkinson

Gavin Dunn

Laurie Baldwin

7

Burford

Steve Jenkinson

Steve Gullock

Lyn Clifford

3

Gavin Dunn

25

1st

Duration

Don Grant

Lyn Clifford

Brian Laughton

6

Kevin Fryer

17

2nd

Elec Duration

Kevin Fryer

Laurie Baldwin

Gavin Dunn

2

Laurie Baldwin

14

3rd

Texaco

Don Grant

Steve Sinclair

Graeme Gulbin

8

Roger Mitchell

14

3rd

Elec Texaco

Roger Mitchell

Laurie Baldwin

Graeme Dunn

3

Steve Jenkinson

12

4th

38 Antique

Don Grant

Steve Gullock

Robert Taylor

3

Steve Gullock

11

5th

Col Collyer

6

6th

Lyn Clifford

5

7th

Bob Wilson

3

8th

Graeme Gulbin

3

8th

BALLARAT 21st-22nd May, 2017 = CANCELLED due to weather.
th

ECHUCA 9 -10

th

September.2017

PROGRESSIVE POINTS
ELECTRIC

1/2A Texaco

Kevin Fryer

Robert Taylor

Lyn Clifford

4

Max Heap

3

8th

Elec 1/2A

Kevin Fryer

Gavin Dunn

Max Heap

7

Peter Miller

2

9th

Duration

Pat Keely

Don Grant

Kevin Fryer

3

Brian Laughton

1

10th

Elec Duration

Gavin Dunn

Kevin Fryer

Lyn Clifford

3

Burford

Kevin Fryer

Don Grant

Steve Gullock

4

Texaco

Don Grant

Steve Gullock

Graeme Gulbin

5

Elec Texaco

Gavin Dunn

Steve Gullock

Don Grant

4

38 Antique

Lyn Clifford

Steve Gullock

Don Grant

4
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FROM BRIAN LAUGHTON.
Hi Fellas, Well the winter is over and we are back into it again with our first comp at Echuca on Saturday and Sunday 9th and 10th September. weather forecast was perfect for old timer flying so off to Echuca we went.
Saturday was overcast with a medium to strong, very, very cold wind. First event was 1/2A Texaco, both I/C and
electric, with 5 entries in I/C and 7 in electric. It seems that electric attracts more people probably because it is
clean and trouble free as apposed to I/C which is oily and those little Cox’s can be devils at times. An example is
Don Grant puts in 3 perfect flights to qualify but can't get his Cox started for the flyoff. Rob Taylor also had trouble. It was suggested that we should replace the little Cox engines with something more reliable such as the MP
Jet .6 cc diesel which is readily available and starts easy. What are your thoughts?
Electric 1/2A saw, as usual, the mass launch which is very spectacular. This event was won by Kevin Fryer with a new
concept power wise using a geared motor with a 10 x 10 prop turning very slowly, again an idea worth investigating.
We got everything over except 1/2A I/C flyoff before lunch. Again the catering by the Echuca boys was exceptional, and I for one had a hot dog, 2 dim sims, peaches and cream finished off with coffee. I have said before a lot of
us go to these comps for the camaraderie and the food, flying is secondary.
Then the flyoff for 1/2A I/C. This again was won by Kevin Fryer flying, you guessed it, a Cumulus.
Then onto Duration with 7 entries in I/C. Again Pat Keely and his Bomber, with an O S 56 F/S up front, gets up and
beats all of the fast climbing 2 stroke and Y S motors, I think we have to change the rules on this event to stop this
sort of thing - it’s not fair on the fast climbing fellows. ( GOOD ON YA PAT ! )
The Electric Duration mass launch was interesting. As they took off they almost ran into each other - if they had
had streamers on their tails you would have said it was a combat comp. Again the ever reliable Gavin Dunn came in
first with Kevin Fryer coming second with, you guessed it again, a Cumulus, which is his standard duration model
which he just swaps motors over from I/C to electric when needed. No longer nose, no extra ballast, it just goes to
show you don't need to extend the nose to make it balance as some electric flyers maintain.
It was now about 4 pm and still Burford to fly so it was agreed to fly 2 rounds, 1 to count. Again this event was taken out by Kevin Fryer flying his Atomizer, end of day one.
The next day started at 9am with the AGM. Lots of things discussed and you will find them in the minutes elsewhere in this Thermaleer. At 10.30 am in perfect flying weather we started with Texaco, both I/C and electric, 6
entries in I/C and 4 in electric. We would have had 7 in I/C except Pat Keely left half of his Airborne at home but
looking on the bright side it gave the other flyers a better chance to win. Unfortunately, in the flyoff, Kevin Fryer’s
full size Cumulus went off the air and spiraled in inverted with the O K Super 60 screaming its head off. I don't
know if it was in fear of what was going to happen or whether it just leaned out. Electric saw Gavin Dunn win again
with Steve Gullock coming in second with a new Dallaire, then lunch.
‘38 Antique, the last comp of the day, was next with only 4 entries. It was decided to just have a flyoff. This became a huge tussle between Lyn Clifford and Steve Gullock, with both models catching numerous thermals and being
so high they were almost out of sight. After about 32 minutes Steve decided he had had enough and brought his
model down followed by Lyn, to bring them in Lyn first and Steve second.
So completed a very rare and good weekend. Let’s hope all our comps from now on are in the same weather.
I would like to thank Brian Dowie for all his work running the comps and most of all to Fred West and his members of
the Echuca Model Club for making us feel so welcome. We all really look forward to flying at Echuca, it’s so good.
See you all at the next comp, Brian Laughton.

Burford winners L to R Don Grant 2nd, Kevin Fryer 1st, and Steve Gullock 3rd.
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ECHUCA 9th-10th September 2017

Results from the Contest Director for IC Engines
1/2A TEXACO
Name

Model

Engine

CC/sec

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

1

Kevin Fryer

Cumulus

Cox

420

420

420

2

Robert Taylor

Stardust

Cox

370

420

420

3

Lyn Clifford

Stardust

Cox

420

420

420

4

Don Grant

Anderson Pylon

Cox

L/O

420

420

5

Pat Keely

Stardust

Cox

129

233

299

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

420

420

F/O

TOTAL

461

1721

240

1500

113

1373

DNF

1260
661

BURFORD EVENT

Name

Model

Engine

CC/sec

Rd 1

Rd 4

F/O

TOTAL

1

Kevin Fryer

Atomiser

P/B

40

300

405

705

2

Don Grant

Creep

B/B

38

300

328

628

3

Steve Gullock

Stardust

B/B

38

300

313

613

4

Lyn Clifford

Stardust

D/O

38

243

300

243

543

F/O

TOTAL

TEXACO
Name

Model

Engine

CC/sec

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

1

Don Grant

Bomber

Anderson Spitfire

24

600

600

1230

2430

2

Steve Gullock

Bomber

Enya 53

15

600

600

1099

2299

3

Graeme Gulbin

Bomber

OS 60

18

491

600

631

2831

4

Kevin Fryer

Cumulus

OK Super 60

20

600

600

87

1287

5

Robin Yates

Bomber

OS 48

12

600

600

31

1231

6

Lyn Clifford

Racer

Enya 60

18

304

560

534

7

Pat Keely

Airborne

OS 61

15

DNF

Rd 3

600

1094

DURATION
Name

Model

Engine

CC/Sec

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 4

F/O

TOTAL

1

Pat Keely

Bomber

OS 56

32

420

420

554

1394

2

Don Grant

Playboy

YS 63

28

420

420

484

1324

3

Brendan Taylor

Cumulus

YS 63

28

420

420

442

1282

4

Kevin Fryer

Playboy

McCoy 60 {ign}

40

420

420

246

1086

5

Steve Gullock

Playboy

OS 52

32

401

322

6

Robert Taylor

Cumulus

YS 63

28

331

387

7

Lyn Clifford

Cumulus

YS 63

28

DNF

353

754
718

‘38 ANTIQUE
Name

Model

Engine

CC/sec

1

Lyn Clifford

Cadet

Atwood 60

2

Steve Gullock

Sticklan

3

Don Grant

4

Max Heap

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

F/O

TOTAL

112

2031

2031

GB 5 cc

205

1921

1921

RC1

Anderson Spitfire

64

942

942

Californian Chief

ED Hunter

180

677

677
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ECHUCA 9th-10th September 2017

Results from the Contest Director for Electric Power
ELECTRIC 1/2A TEXACO
Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

F/O

TOTAL

1

Kevin Fryer

Name

Atomiser

Model

Motor

Sec/cc

240

600

600

600

1236

3036

2

Gavin Dunn

Stardust

600

600

600

1173

2973

3

Max Heap

Stardust

600

600

600

1129

2929

4

Peter Miller

Fox

600

600

600

980

2780

5

Steve Gullock

Lil Diamond

600

600

500

816

2616

6

Lyn Clifford

Stardust

600

600

600

792

2592

7

Roger Mitchell

Stardust

600

600

600

L/O

1800

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

F/O

TOTAL

600

1012

2212

983

2183

887

2087

814

2014

F/O

TOTAL

600

ELECTRIC TEXACO
Name

Model

Motor

CC/sec

1

Gavin Dunn

Racer

465

600

2

Steve Gullock

Dallaire

600

600

3

Roger Mitchell

Bomber

600

600

4

Max Heap

Bomber

600

581

600

CC/Sec

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

ELECTRIC DURATION
Name

Model

Motor

Rd 4

1

Gavin Dunn

Hayseed

25

420

420

767

1607

2

Kevin Fryer

Cumulus

25

420

420

681

1521

3

Lyn Clifford

Bomber

25

355

420

559

1399

4

Roger Mitchell

Playboy

25

350

325

675

5

Max Heap

Red Ripper

25

361

166

527

Lyn Clifford preparing his Lanzo Racer for Texaco

420
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‘38 Antique winner Lyn Clifford with his Cadet.

Above:
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Don Grant and Pat Healy prepare Don’s ‘38 Antique Lanzo RC1.

Duration winners L to R Brendan Taylor 3rd, Lyn Clifford 1st and Don Grant 2nd.

Below: Electric Duration winners L to R Kevin Fryer 2nd, Gavin Dunn 1st and Lyn Clifford 3rd.
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‘38 Antique winners L to R Don Grant 3rd, Lyn Clifford 1st and Steve Gullock 2nd.

Lyn Clifford presents Gavin (the King) Dunn his Electric Texaco 1st Place tag and Don Grant his Texaco 1st Place tag.
Below is the start of the Electric Texaco fly-off.
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23rd - 30th April 2018
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FOR OLD TIMER’S SAKE
By Don Howie.

35th SAM 1788 CHAMPS (Part 2)
As can be seen from the following photos, it
was clear skies and light winds over the Easter period. Kevin Fryer (Victoria) won the
Nostalgia event with his 66inch span
“Spacer”, kitted by the California Model Company in 1953. He used an
OS 40 Max H sport glo engine from the nineteen seventies with a large
venturi. Also used was a pressure tap from a rear top screw and a Rossi tuned muffler. The original engine used an R/C carburettor, but
when the above is fitted and running on about 25% nitro fuel, the engine produces a lot of power.

Kevin Fryer (Vic) 1st Place in Nostalgia with his
Sal Taibi designed “Spacer”

Gary Whitten from Tamworth (N.S.W.) won the 1/2A Texaco
Event with a “Stardust Special”, followed in 2 nd place by Kevin
Fryer with a small “Cumulus”.
In the Gordon Burford 2.5cc diesel event, Kevin Fryer again
took 1st place with Peter (Condo) Smith taking 2nd place (see
photo).
At the end of all events, Kevin Fryer was Top Gun with Peter
(Condo) Smith placing second.
In the Texaco event, Don Southwell (N.S.W.) had a new fuselage for his glider version of the nine foot span “Lanzo Airborn” and it was fitted with an OS 60 four stroke. It is interGordon Burford Event L to R: 2nd Place Peter (Condo) Smith esting that the first five places were taken by Chet Lanzo de(NSW) “Faison”, 1st Place Kevin Fryer (Vic) “Atomiser” and
signs, with Steve Gullock (Victoria) winning with an 85% Lanzo
3rd Place Paul Farthing (NSW) “100% Pencil Junior”
Bomber with Enya 53 four stroke power. Next three places
th
were “Lanzo Bombers” and 5 place Basil Healy with a
1937 Lanzo R/C Stick.
The outstanding model in Texaco was the Goldberg
“Valkyrie”, built by Barry Frederickson and flown by
Geoff Black. The wings, tail and fin was covered with
yellow silk, whilst the planked balsa fuselage had automotive two-pack finish in yellow. The model was powered by a Saito 65 four stroke, turning an A.P.C. 18x6
propellor.
The original “Valkyrie” was designed and started in
1936 by Carl Goldberg and his friends in Chicago. A
pylon was added to the design in early 1937 after see-

Don Southwell (NSW) with his “Lanzo 9 feet span Airborn” used
different fuselage to his glider version flown in Texaco Event.

ing the model flown by Alvin Anderson, which had this feature. At the 1937 Detroit Nationals, the Bunch Gwin
Aero .49 engine fitted did not have enough power under the
prevailing conditions. A Brown Junior model B was fitted ( a
loan from Vernon Bochle) and this gave the required power.

Geoff Black (Rockhampton Qld) holds his 10 feet span (original
size) “Valkyrie” (Note complex multi spar wing construction)
flown in Texaco. Voted best model and winner of Mick Walsh
Concours Trophy.

The model caught a strong thermal on its first and only
flight and was chased by Goldberg and him timer in a motor
vehicle till they reached the Detroit River. The model was
last seen landing on a small wooded island in the centre of
the river, recording a time of nearly 53 minutes to take 2 nd
place.
This was the last of the Texaco events, as most young modellers did not have motor vehicles and the farmers were not
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happy with modellers driving on their properties.
John Urry from Townsville (Queensland) had a new model for the ’38
Antique event, this being a “Lanzo Record Breaker” with two colour
wings with transparent Chinese covering, white Pro Film on the tailplane. The two colours on the wings makes it possible to see if the
aircraft is going away or coming forward at height and distance. John
had fitted a Marvin Miller made Anderson Spitfire 65 spark engine,
the original engine made from mid-1948. The engine was tested the
night before the event in Toad Hall (shearing shed) by Kevin Fryer,
who I regard as the current expert on old spark engines. On the day,
the 5.6lb model and the engine, turning a 13x6 A.P.C prop, was right
on song, winning the ’38 Antique Event.
The 2040mm span “Playboy Snr” must be a popular Airborne plan No.
1947 Bluestreak 65 Spark engine in Lanzo Bomber
flown by Peter Scott (NSW) in Texaco Event.
219 for the Duration Event as 15 Playboys were flown in the event.
They also took the first 5 places. If you fit a McCoy 60 spark engine from 1948, it is necessary to increase the size
to 112% and so get a 40 second engine run, as was the case for Peter (Condo) Smith, who won the event (see photo).
Grahame Mitchell 2nd place, used the normal size with a Super Tigre 34H glo and Jim Hardy use a Saito 56 four
stroke, and engine I quite like.
INTERESTING SPARK ENGINES
Many lads longed to own a model spark engine in the nineteen thirties and early forties. The Brown Junior in 1935 cost over US$20
and most young lads could not save this amount of money. By late
1939 one could buy a Sky Chief .526 cubic inch petrol engine for
US$6-95, complete with spark plug, coil and condenser. It was
said to be a copy of a Dennymite and not of very good quality, but
the engine shown and owned by Bill Britcher, looks to be quite well
made. It was said to weight about 10 ounces with coil and condenser.
This engine was produced by American Supercraft Corporation in
Chicago, U.S.A. and claimed to be “Precision Engineered – Block
Tested”. In 1941, it was sold as the “Kloud Klimer” by Sears, Roebuck & Co. in the U.S.A. and could be bought from their Catalogue.
Interesting engine used in Texaco by Peter Scott (N.S.W.) at the
35th SAM 1788 Champs was a Bluestreak 65, the original made by
Al Cunningham in California during 1947. It was based on the Orwick 64, but was modified for beam mounts.

1941 Sky Chief .526 cubic inch spark engine.
Single piston ring model with two exhaust ports.
Other side shown with transfer cover held by
four screws.

These engines had a
blue
hammertone
paint finish and this
seems to have lost its
colour after much
use. Peter has fitted
a small venturi to the
front
intake
and
blocked off the subpiston
holes
(one
shown in the photo),
so that it can turn a
quite large prop for
the Texaco fuel allowance event. It is
good that we see
many of the old
sparkies being used in
Texaco.

John Urry (Townsville, Qld) holds his 96 inch span
“Lanzo Record Breaker” winner of the ’38 Antique
Event.

Duration Event L to R: 2nd Place Grahame Mitchell
(NSW) 1941 Playboy Senior 2040mm span, 1st Place
Peter (Condo) Smith (NSW) 112% Playboy Senior, 3rd
Place Jim Hardy (Qld) 1941 Playboy Senior 2040mm
span.
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SAM 600 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Meeting held at Echuca - September 10th 2017

Meeting Opened: The Meeting opened at 9 05am.
Chairman:
Kevin Fryer.
Attendance:
There were twelve Members plus one Visitor in
attendance.
Apologies:
Robert Taylor; Steve Jenkinson; and Col Colyer.
Visitors:
Trevor Taylor and Ted Arnup.
Minutes of Previous Meeting:
Minutes of the Meeting held on
November 6th. 2016 were accepted. The acceptance was moved by Kevin Fryer and Brian
Laughton, carried.
Business Arising: Fees: This item will be fully discussed when the
Treasurer’s Report is presented.
Correspondence: Nil.
Newsletter:
Details of competitions and results are being updated in the Newsletter.
It was moved by Brian Laughton and seconded by Roger Mitchell that if a Member requires a Printed copy of the Newsletter
there is going to be a charge of $25.00. This is to apply for
the 2017-2018 year. Carried.
Treasurer’s Report:
The Treasurer’s reported that we finished
June 30th. 2017 with a Bank balance of $609.98 this was accepted as presented. Acceptance moved by Brian Dowie and
Kevin Fryer, carried.
There was a total of 30 Members.
There was considerable discussion about our finances and in
particular what we charge for the Subscriptions, Newsletter,
and Competition.
It was moved by Brian Dowie and seconded by Kevin Fryer
that our Competition Fees are to be as follows, $10.00 per
event. Maximum for IC Events is $30.00, Electric Events is
$20.00. For those competing in both the maximum is $40.00.
Carried.
General and New Business:
Clubman: It was unanimously agreed that this year Brian Dowie has been awarded this honour.
Elections: Kevin Fryer vacated the chair and Lyn Clifford assumed
the chair for the elections.
President: Kevin Fryer was nominated by Brian Laughton and
Pat Keeley. Elected unopposed.
Vice President
Lyn Clifford was nominated by Steve Gullock
and Roger Mitchell.
Elected unapposed.
Secretary/Treasurer Brian Dowie was nominated by Steve
Gullock and Lin Clifford. Elected unopposed.
Member
Graeme Gulbim was nominated by Pat Keeley and
Brian Laughton. Elected unopposed.
Safety Officer Steve Gullock was nominated by Brian
Laughton and Roger Mitchell. Elected unopposed.
Registrar Roger Mitchell has again agreed to fill the position.
Contest Director Don Grant was nominated by Brian Laughton
and Pat Keeley.
Elected unopposed.
Web Master
This was left to the incoming President to follow up to see who is available.
Newsletter
Agreed to continue with Ian Avery editing
the Newsletter at a cost of $75 per issue.
To assist the CD and Ian Avery there is to be someone nominated at each event to prepare a report.
Meeting Closed: 10 20am.
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VICTORIAN OLD TIMERS
ASSOCIATION
SAM 600 Inc.
Financial Statement for year ended
30th June, 2017.
Bank at July 1st 2016
Plus Receipts
Fees
720.00
Competitions
770.00
Other
70.00
Interest
0.11

1064.18

1560.11
Less Payments
Newsletter (Thermaleer)
844.31
Trophies
585.00
Competitions
365.00
Postage
91.80
Bank Fees
13.50
Web Page
115.00
2014.61
Bank Balance at June 30th 2017

609.98

Members 30
(Decrease of 2 from 2016)

TRIVIA

In World War ll, A Nazi Submarine
Was Accidentally Sunk By?
Ball Lightening

An improperly
operated toilet

Mating Whales

A Sub-Sea
landslide
Answer
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Answer: An Improperly Operated Toilet
It’s such an absurd situation that it would be very easy to dismiss
“Nazis can’t flush toilet right, sink ship” as some quality World
War Two headline propaganda - except that it’s not just a barracks joke from yesteryear. It actually happened.
To understand how it happened, however, we need to take a brief
little stroll through the history of early 20th century submersible
warfare. Plumbing aboard Allied submarines was a pretty simple
affair. All waste was stored on the submarine in an on-board septic tank which was purged when the submarine was not under way.
German submarines, in a bid to save precious weight and space,
didn’t have large on-board tanks, but would rise to a shallow depth
and purge their waste periodically. Continued advancements in
Allied anti-submarine technology made it increasingly dangerous to
come up from the depths to purge the tanks though, so the Germans continued to engineer (and ultimately over-engineer) highpressure toilets that could be purged at much deeper depths.
The only problem was that the toilets were far too complicated,
with a series of chambers and a pressurized airlock connected to
the toilet that needed to be opened and closed in a precise fashion (so precise, in fact, that a member of each crew
was specifically trained for the procedure). You can see where our story (and fate) is going with this.
In 1945, an overconfident German submarine captain, Karl-Adolf Schlitt, decided that he could figure out the complicated toilet himself. But even after enlisting the help of one of the submarine’s engineers, things quickly spiralled
out of control. One unlucky turn of the wrong valve unleashed a flood of sewage and sea water into the bathroom,
which quickly filled the compartment and began streaming down onto the submarine’s giant internal batteries
(located directly beneath the bathroom).
The contact between the flood water and the batteries started a chemical reaction that began filling the submarine
with chlorine gas. Schlitt frantically ordered the submarine to the surface where things got even worse. They were
quickly discovered by British fighter planes and naval patrols, took damage from an air attack, and finally decided
the only option was to scuttle the submarine.

The 1937 Texaco Trophy Winner
By Fiske Hanley

Fiske Hanley holding the Texaco Trophy

About Fiske Hanley:
Good flying terrain and equally good flying weather are fast
making gas modelling a favourite outdoor sport in Texas,
recent though this interest is in that state. Fiske Hanley
was one of the first to take up gas modelling in ample modelling background for his gas model activities. He started
building the “solid” variety when he was just old enough to
start school. During the last four years he’s been doing
good work with flying models.
Last July in Detroit, Hanley earned a championship rating
by winning the Texaco Trophy for gas-powered models. He
matched a model of his own design and construction against
the best in the country. His winning flight of 50 minutes
and 29 seconds was well out in front. (His model landed in
the Detroit River on the Canadian side.) The long trip from
Fort Worth to Detroit hadn’t dimmed the flying brilliance
of his design.
About a year ago, Hanley’s first gas model won the allTexas meet. The prize was a Brown motor. It was with
this motor that he later won the Texaco Trophy. Hanley is
a member of the Fort Worth Gas Model Club and has
placed well up in the regular monthly contests. The club
has the enviable record of having a member take first in
every contest the club has entered. As Hanley puts it, “We
don’t use big words for our model aerodynamics, but we
sure do get results.”
At present Hanley is finishing up his high school courses
and plans on taking aeronautical engineering at the North
Texas Agricultural College.
Hanley and his fellow-Texans have come a long way in the
gas model hobby. Other modellers will do well to follow
their work closely.
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1937 Texaco Trophy Winner
By Fiske Hanley

The Thermaleer No.142
EASTERN STATES
GAS CHAMPS
WANGARATTA

Report from Brian Dowie, photos from Don
Grant and results from Dave Brown.
The turn-up was disappointing as there was only
about ten pilots and only two from SAM 600.
There were a couple from Queensland and the
rest from NSW. The field was in great condition
and the hospitality afforded to us by the
Wangaratta Aero Modellers was first class.
Friday September 29th 2017.
Old Timer Glider: There were five hardy souls
arrived to a blustery day. The weather was cold
and there was very little lift until Grant Mainwaring arrived and he immediately put his three
flights in and managed to outfox the experienced
Glider people in John Quigley and Col Collyer.
When the finish arrived despite the various curses at the conditions there competition was completed. There was no necessity for a Fly-Off.
1. Grant Mainwaring
2. Colin Collyer
3. Peter Van de Waterbeemd
Saturday September 30th 2017.
Before we even had a chance to put the models
out the wind blew and it looked foreboding for the
rest of the day. After an hour delay the comp
was under way.
‘38 Antique: Because of the delay it was decided to fly two of three. Six started and the wind
was reasonably strong but once the models were
launched the clime rates were good but everyone
struggled to find lift. Three flyers eventually
achieved the required two maxes to require a FlyOff. The wind continued to abate and the three
pilots were rewarded with reasonable times.
1. Dave Brown
2. Grant Mainwaring
3. Dave Paton
Gordon Burford Event: Again we decided to only fly two out of three to try and make up time.
Nine pilots faced the starter’s gun just after the
lunch break and the wind dropped but so did the
lift. Our two SAM 600 entrants both suffered
mishaps. Don could not get his Taipan to run
properly and could barely register a score. In
Kevin Fryer’s second flight he had a momentary (it
also happens to the best) lapse in concentration
and the model ended up downwind and finally ended up on the new roof at the Saleyards By the
time he was able to retrieve it the Fat Lady had
started singing. Only two guys got the required
flights to require a Fly-Off and this was won by
Anthony Vickery.
1. Anthony Vicary
2. Grant Mainwaring
3. Jim Rae
Duration:
This was the final event of the day
and again two out of three heats were flown.
Eight eager flyers arrived at the start line in
some of the best conditions of the day and this
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RESULTS - EASTERN STATES GAS CHAMPS
WANGARATTA 2017
O/T GLIDER
Grant
MANWARING
Archangel
1041
Colin
COLLYER
Satyr
1004
Peter
VAN de WATERBEEMD DG4
2912
Kevin
FRYER
Kane
684
John
QUIGLEY
DG42
133
‘38 ANTIQUE
Dave
BROWN
‘38 Flamingo/O&R 60
Grant
MANWARING
RC1/Burford 5ccd
Dave
PATON
Schmaedig Stick/ED hunter
Don
GRANT
RC 1/Anderson Spitfire
Peter
VAN de WATERBEEMD Long Cabin/GB 5ccd
Jim
RAE
1938 Rambler/ED 3.46d
GORDON BURFORD EVENT
Anthony VICARY
Dixielander/Taipan plain
Grant
MANWARING
Dixielander/Taipan PB (T)
Jim
RAE
Pippo/Taipan BB
Dave
PATON
Stardust Spl/Taipan PB
Peter
VAN de WATERBEEMD Ollie/Taipan BB
Kevin
FRYER
Atomiser/Taipan PB
John
MANWARING
Zoot Suit/Taipan PB
Don
GRANT
Creep/Taipan BB
Garry
WHITTEN
Stardust Spl/Taipan BB
DURATION
Kevin
FRYER
Playboy 112%/McCoy 60 spk
Don
GRANT
Playboy/YS63 mod
Grant
MANWARING
85% Bomber/Saito 62 4S
Peter
VAN de WATERBEEMD Bomber 92%/McCoy 60 spk
Dave
PATON
Playboy/Saito 62 4S
Garry
WHITTEN
Playboy/Saito 56 4S
Vince
HAGERTY
Playboy/OS61 4S
John
MANWARING
Playboy/YS53 4S
1/2A TEXACO
Garry
WHITTEN
Stardust Spl
1260 588
Kevin
FRYER
Cumulus
1260 379
Vince
HAGERTY
Bomber
1260 249
Grant
MANWARING Playboy Cabin
1260 236
Anthony VICARY
Stardust Spl
1260 174
Dave
PATON
1942 Stardust Spl
1260
63
Ray
MORGAN
Airborne
546
Jim
RAE
Big Old Plane
420
TEXACO
Don
GRANT
Bomber/Anderson Spitfire 1800
Anthony VICARY
Bomber/OS61 4S
1800
Dave
BROWN
Flamingo/O&R 60
1800
Garry
WHITTEN
Bomber/OS52 4S
1800
Grant
MANWARING Bomber/OS60 4S
1800
Jim
RAE
Krupp/O&R 60
1800
Vince
HAGERTY
Bomber/OS61 4S
1737
Kevin
FRYER
Cumulus/OK Super 60
1399
Dave
PATON
Bomber/OS61 4S
1200
TOP GUN
Grant MANWARING

1200
1200
1200
1193
1159
1126

930
706
677

600 487
600 477
545
515
442
300
287
211
L/O x 2
840
840
840
840
840
840
658
531

1788
1593
1473
691
602
575

DURATION

461
446
427
396
359
304
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was reflected in that six out of the eight starters reached the fly-off. It seemed that there was little effort required to get the seven minutes heat time and it turned into a SAM 600 Benefit. Kevin with his well sorted out Playboy and McCoy Sparky took the main prize with Don a worthy second.
1. Kevin Fryer (centre)
2. Don Grant (left)
3. Grant Mainwaring (right)
That was the end of Saturday’s festivities and those of us who understood the finer points of chivalry sat
to enjoy watching/listening to Richmond beat the interlopers from SA in
the 2017 AFL Grand Final.
Sunday October 1st.
Everyone remembered to adjust
there clocks for Daylight Saving except the Queenslanders who are still
in the dark.
1/2 A Texaco:
The sky was blue
and the sun was shining, what more
could you ask for? We went back to
the three out of four and the air was
1/2A TEXACO
soon filled with eight little Cox's being rung out in an attempt to score the elusive seven minutes. After the dust settled there were six in the fly-off
and the lift had lifted and everyone had to work for their time. The final results were;
1. Garry Whitten (centre)
2. Kevin Fryer (left)
3. Vince Hagerty (right)
Texaco:
The final event of the
weekend proved to be the be in the
best conditions. There were nine on
the starter’s block and most had no
trouble finding lift and all bar three
made the fly-off, two because they
did not achieve the required score
and one (Dave Paton) who had battery
failure soon after take off and arrived back on the ground very unceremoniously. Kevin forgot to put
the necessary nose weight in his Cumulus and had difficulty controlling it
in the air. The results were:
1. Don Grant (centre)
2. Anthony Vicary (right)
3. Dave Brown (left
All in all a very good weekend despite
the poor attendance. There was the
usual good natured sledging and everyone was willing to put in and help
each other. Grant Mainwaring took
the Top Gun.
Can I please encourage all SAM 600
Members to attend this and our
events as the various Clubs give up a
weekend so we can enjoy our discipline and if we do not front they will
begin to ask
themselves is
it worth there
effort.
Cheers,
Brian Dowie.

TEXACO

Attendees at the Eastern States Gas Champs, Wangaratta.
Back row L to R: Vince Hagerty, Dave Brown, Anthony and Joanne Vicary,
Brian Dowie, Dave Paton, Garry Whitten, Mudite van de Waterbeemd
Middle row L to R: Janelle Hagerty, Beryl Southwell, Mary Thompson,
Marjorie, Dowie, Kevin Fryer, Don Grant, Ray Morgan, Steve White
Front row L to R: Jim Rae, Don Southwell, Grant Manwaring - Top Gun,
Peter van de Waterbeemd
(photo from Duration Times)
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The Man Who Picked Victorian London's Un-pickable Lock
BY Jake Rossen
August 3, 2017
“Look on my works, ye burglars, and
despair.” These were the words used
to describe the locks of Jeremiah
Chubb, an iron worker in 19thcentury London who was renowned
for his Detector, a security lock that
was thought to be virtually impregnable. The prying tips of picking tools
would trigger the bolt in such a way
that even the conventional key would
no longer be able to open it. Upon
trying - and failing - to open the lock,
the owner would realize it had been
tampered with (the lock could then
be opened, originally by using a
"regulator key," and later by turning
the "true key" counter-clockwise to
reset it).
The Detector was one of many famous British locks of the era, an example of design and ingenuity that
lock companies would promote with
pride.
Frequently, the companies
would challenge skilled lock-pickers to test their merchandise, offering a cash reward if they could circumvent the
levers, trips, and other internal mechanisms. It never happened. In one instance, Chubb even conspired with authorities to arrange for an inmate to try compromising his Detector. If the prisoner could, he would be awarded with
five pounds (some versions of this story say his reward would be his freedom, but that is a myth). The felon failed.
Patented in 1818, the Detector spent decades as one of England’s greatest assurances. Whatever valuables lay beyond the lock were guaranteed to remain safe and secure, immune to even the most sophisticated or skilled attempts
at a breach.
In 1851, an American
locksmith named Alfred
C. Hobbs crossed the
Atlantic, stepped into
the throngs of industrial
suppliers and media at
the Great Exhibition in
London, and announced
that the Chubb lock was
merely a plaything. In
front of astonished onlookers, Hobbs picked
the lock in 25 minutes.
Asked to do it a second
time, he succeeded - this
time
in
just
seven
minutes.
In moments,
the American had become the Houdini of the
lock industry, shattering
the trust of citizens who
believed the Detector
was beyond tampering.
Like Houdini, Hobbs knew how to monetize such amazing publicity. And like Houdini, he was determined to raise the
stakes of his performances. As soon as he picked the Chubb lock, Hobbs declared his next target was the Bramah a lock that had resisted all attempts at picking for the previous 61 years, and one so revered that women had taken
to wearing its key around their necks as a status symbol.
Thanks to Hobbs, that adoration would shortly turn to paranoia.
In an era where nothing - credit card numbers, data, or personal belongings - can truly be considered safe, it’s hard
to imagine a time when people invested complete confidence in security. But that was the case in the late 1700s and
early 1800s, when the concept of “perfect security” didn’t allow for any concern over valuables being compromised.
Safes and lock boxes could, of course, be stolen wholesale, and perhaps smashed into submission, but the locks
themselves were perceived as impenetrable. A growing middle-class populating England's cities had started to embrace the idea that spending money on a quality lock was almost as good as posting an armed guard.
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It was a good time for Joseph Bramah to get into the business. Born in Yorkshire in April 1749, Bramah initially
seemed destined to carry on his father’s farming labors, but a leg injury at the age of 16 had him backing away from
hard manual labour to take up an apprenticeship in cabinet making. Soon he moved to London, where he began installing water closets - essentially indoor toilets - for upper-class clientele while attending lectures on lock-smithing.
In 1784, he introduced the Bramah Safety Lock while setting up his own Bramah Lock Company.
At the time, English locksmiths were partial to boastful displays and “rivalries,” which were perpetuated to stir interest on the part of the press. While most high-quality locks were considered virtually pick-proof, companies tried
to stand out by demonstrating the struggles burglars might have in trying to compromise their product. Grandstand
challenges were common, and companies tried to introduce new components that would further resist tampering. All
high-end locks did mainly the same thing, but bells and whistles could perhaps persuade consumers to choose one
brand over another.
In 1790, Bramah placed the 4-inch wide, 1.5-inch thick Bramah Safety Lock in the window of his workshop in the Piccadilly area of London’s West End. Stamped below the sturdy, cast-iron construct was a message:
"The artist who can make an instrument that will pick or open this lock shall receive 200 guineas the moment it is
produced. Applications in writing only."
Despite many challengers, Bramah was never called upon to produce those funds, which would be about $28,000 in
today’s dollars. He died in 1814 in the knowledge that his lock would remain in the shop window as testament to his
engineering prowess. What he couldn’t have known was that the man who would eventually overcome his challenge
was then a 2-year-old living in Boston.

A.C. Hobbs was born in 1812, and arrived to the lock industry after stints in glass-cutting and doorknob design. At
the age of 28, he obtained a position as a lock salesman for the Day & Newell company, which borrowed the London
tradition of selling locks by making a show out of compromising the competition. Hobbs would visit bank managers
and, armed with his lock-picking instruments, produce an alarming click, proving their security was under par. His
Day & Newell locks, he promised, would never bend so easily, having a hood over the keyhole that made visibility for
pickers difficult.
In 1851, Day & Newell sent their marquee salesman to London’s Great Exhibition. The goal was to make quick work of
England’s most respected locks - the Chubb and the Bramah - and then offer a more secure alternative. Hobbs
crossed the Atlantic on a boat with a suitcase full of criminal implements and a letter from New York’s chief of police endorsing his good citizenship.
Arriving in England, Hobbs immediately caused a stir by declaring that his locks were un-pickable. Having captured
people's attention, he produced the open Chubb lock, once for press and a second time for a panel of arbitrators who
independently confirmed his feat.
That panel would oversee his attempt at the Bramah, which Hobbs had submitted a request to handle in June 1851.
The Bramah Lock Company, now operated by Bramah’s relatives, agreed, and a playing field was decided: Hobbs would
be given room and board in an apartment above the shop for a period of one month, where he would have access to
the lock. To make sure the Bramah Company didn’t complicate matters while he was taking a break, Hobbs shielded
the lock with an iron cover.
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Interior of Crystal Palace - Site of the Great London Exhibition.
After nearly 30 days, Hobbs emerged from the dwelling with ample pride and one picked Bramah lock. It had taken
him 51 hours of work spread over 16 days, but he had succeeded in trumping 67 years of boasting.
The arbitration panel examined the lock and used the original key to open it, confirming Hobbs hadn’t damaged the
keyhole in the process. The Bramah staff was less enthused, claiming Hobbs had used excessive force, bending pins
and levers inside in a violent breach of security. But there were no rules about gracefulness. Hobbs had topped the
Bramah/Chubb hierarchy. And in doing so, he ushered in a new era of paranoia. Now absent an un-pickable lock, England was suddenly feeling very insecure.
In their scramble to soothe the fears of everyone who owned a Bramah, both the locksmith and the press pointed
out that the lock had been compromised only after weeks of diligent tinkering by a highly-skilled challenger. The
conditions were highly favourable, they argued, but in the real world, anyone with actual malice or theft in mind
would not be granted such lenience.
As predicted, Hobbs benefited greatly from his feats. Caught up in the hysteria, the Bank of England swapped their
Bramahs and Chubbs for American locks. Breaking from Day & Newell, Hobbs’s folk hero celebrity allowed him to
open his own lock business in the UK, joining the lock arms race that has continued more or less unabated to this day.
The Bramah Lock Company is still in operation, having survived what observers at the time feared would become a
lockless society. Writing of the Bramah breach in 1851, LivingAge magazine wondered what would become of a population that could no longer rely upon locks to protect their material goods: “The best substitute for the lock on the
safe," the author wrote, "is honesty in the heart.”

Guts and Balls
There is a medical distinction between Guts and Balls. We've heard colleagues referring to people with Guts, or with Balls. Do they, however, know the difference
between them?
Here's the official distinction; straight from the British Medical Journal: Volume
323; page 295.
GUTS - Is arriving home late, after a night out with the lads, being met by your wife
with a broom, and having the Guts to ask: Are you still cleaning, or are you flying
somewhere?
BALLS - Is coming home late after a night out with the lads, smelling of perfume and
beer, lipstick on your collar, slapping your wife on the butt and having the Balls to
say: "You're next, Chubby"
I trust this clears up any confusion.
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The RISER RIDER

Presenting another champion trophy winner
at the
Mississippi Valley Contest
A ship of ultra modern design that travelled 100 miles on its winning flight
The 22nd Air Trails Trophy Winner.
By Roy Marquardt
In collaboration with Gordon S. Light

The Riser Rider features the latest technique in the adaptation of all elliptical surfaces,
the co-ordination of stable wing and stabilizer sections, and a simple planked
fuselage. It has also been made unnecessary to plot each rib individually.
THE day of the outdoor events of the Mississippi Valley
Contest dawned clear and hot. Our own Burlington, Iowa,
group had camped at the Parks Airport in East St. Louis
in order to be first on the scene. But we weren't. It was
hardly dawn before we heard winders turning and motors popping. After telling the world what we thought
of people who disturbed such wonderful dreams of trophies and cross-country flights, we proceeded to add to
the din in a more orthodox manner.
An unusually large number of contestants kept the meet
from getting under way until 11am. Soon after, Riser
Rider was ready for a flight with 3½ sixteenths of an
ounce of gas in the tank. A few seconds later she was
high in the air. The motor cut at about 3 minutes, the
nose seemed hardly to clip-it was already on a riser.
Roads from the airport toward the Mississippi seemed
to have a terrifying ability to end abruptly, but finally
one went through, and 23 minutes after launching, we
stood on the Mississippi levee and watched the model
disappear over downtown St. Louis.
Fortunately the model carried my name and address and
two days later it was reported found 30 miles away, 9
miles on the other side of the city limits of St. Louis.
Judging by wind velocity, the model was in the air at
least 4 hours after we lost it and trust have travelled
100 miles in a straight line -- all on less than 1/4 ounce
of gas -- representing a fuel consumption of 51,000
miles per gallon.
Although very easy to build, the model incorporates several new features. The wing and tail are double elliptical, combining beauty and the most efficient outline
known. A new method of construction makes it unnecessary to plot all the ribs individually. Fuselage is extra

sturdy. An elliptical cross-section would have less drag,
but ease of construction and the addition of lift and
stability from the duck-shaped tail more than counteract this. Low speed, high thrust line, fuselage shape and
the split rudder tend to produce a much more stable
combination than the usual contest model.
WING: Plot a 16" Eiffel 431 from the co-ordinates on
Plate 3. The ribs themselves are 1/16" smaller than this
all around. Transfer to thin metal and cut out. Ribs are
cut like ribs for indoor models -- from a 1/16 x 16 x 12"
sheet made by gluing 2" widths together. Place template on wood and cut around the top edge only. Move
template down 1/4” and repeat until the required number of strips have keen cut. Then turn the template
over and repeat, using the bottom edge as the cutting
edge. Cut from the rear to the proper length. Cut
front and rear of the strips so that top and bottom join
perfectly. Rear should be 1/8" high as it hits the trailing edge. Glue up ribs and make a 1/16" notch in the
nose for the leading edge, 7/16 " deep.
Draw a full-size pattern for the wing half. Draw a center line and plot the leading edge as shown by the outside dimensions. Then plot in spars and trailing edge.
The spar patterns should be on a separate sheet. The
spar heights given are sufficient to plot accurately, but
if more accuracy is desired, the metal rib template may
be placed over a line parallel to the rib line on the plans
at the point desired so that the nose of template is centered on the line. Move the rear of the template so
that top edge hits the line just at the trailing edge of
the wing. Draw around it.
Move the rib template up so that the bottom meets the
line at the same point and draw around. This is full-
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wing size and spars should be 1/16" smaller than this at
top and bottom. Cut spars from 1/8” hard balsa sheet.
Cut 1/16 x 1/4" notches for the ribs.

efficient than the gravity-feed kind. Mount tank on
the skid and when motor is put in, connect the bottom
of the tank to the motor with rubber tubing.

The trailing edge is formed from 1/4 x 1" strips. Place
strip over the pattern parallel to the centre line, and
starting at the middle cut around the outside. Glue the
piece just cut off on the inside at the same distance
out. Repeat until the grain cuts across too sharply, then
turn the strip until it is tangent to the curve and cut a
new angle. (Notice grain lines on Plate 2). Carry this
size wood around the tips. The leading edge is made in
the same manner from 1/8 x 1/2" strips.

Use 1/2" fine screws for attaching brackets to fire wall.
No screws are needed to fasten bracket to skid as motor screws go through both. Cut cross-pieces and assemble body sides, putting in nose assembly last. Top
cross-pieces at rear are not to stay in, but put them in
first in order to line up the assembly. Put short pins in
all joints and apply an extra coat of thin glue all around.
Cover sides with 1/16” sheet gluing to all members.
Trace M6 template on both sides of fuselage at rear,
putting reference line of the airfoil right on the thrust
line.

Assemble entire wing and glue. Cover leading edge back
to front spar with 1/16" sheet. If difficulty is experienced in bending at the extreme nose, 1/8 x 1/16" strips
may be planked in around sharp bends. Put on 1/4 x
1/16" cap strips flush with top of trailing edge and leading edge covering. Cover centre section and tips with
1/16" sheets. Tips should have a streamlined section.
Sand carefully and give all joints an extra coat or two of
thin glue. The original wing was covered with silk, but
other material may be used. Apply two coats of clear
and one coat of orange airplane dope thinned with 50%
thinner. If silk is used, be careful to fill all pores in the
silk. If the first coat does not do this, a little flour or
wood filler may be mixed with the dope. It is best to
sand with very fine sandpaper between coats. When
finished the wing should be perfectly flat except for
the extreme tips, which are more efficient with a slight
negative angle.
ELEVATOR: The elevator is essentially the same as the
wing. A 12" M16 airfoil is used with one spar. Cover the
leading edge with 1/16" sheet, only 1¼" back. Put on centre covering and cap strips as on the wing. Cover with
silk. Apply only one coat of clear dope before using coloured dope.
FUSELAGE:
Draw full-size fuselage plans. Assemble
two sides from 1/4" square hard balsa. Notch thrustline longerons and front upright halfway so that they
join flush. Assemble the fire wall, motor skid and
brackets. The motor skid must be cut to different sizes for different motors. The model was flown at St.
Louis with a Cyclone, but more recently a Brown was installed for 30-second motor run tests. Either motor -or for that matter any motor in this size range -- will
give excellent results. The larger motor has slightly the
edge for limited motor run, if you know your model and
can keep it flying in just the right circle. If you are in
doubt as to the size of motor you are going to use, cut
skid for largest motor. Later you can make a reduction
plate of light steel with holes to fit both motors and a
cut-out to fit the smaller.
As most of the tanks furnished will not work efficiently
with 1/4 ounce or less, make a small gas tank holding
about 3/8 ounce of gas from sheet metal. If a Cyclone
is used, the tank must be mounted on a block so that the
bottom is about 3/8" above the motor skid. In the writer's opinion suction-feed motors (Brown, etc.) are more

Cut away covering and frame so that elevator can be slid
into place. Glue firmly. Cover bottom of body with
sheet balsa. Glue in 1 x 1/4 x 16" battery track. Put in
wiring according to Plate 1.
Solder all connections carefully. Switch plug-ins are
mounted on a thin panel of hard wood. (Our plug-ins
were taken from an old radio tube socket). Wires passing over motor skid are glued down. Cover condenser
wires with glue. A Burgess battery was used on this
model, but regulation battery box and flashlight batteries may be used. Sew and glue wing hooks on side of
body. Cover the top of the body except where wing
goes on. Sand smooth. Make rudder top and bottom
using 1/4 x 1" balsa outline all around. Use solid 3/32”
ribs of streamline shape and cover shaded portion with
1/16" sheet. Cover with silk and glue to the body. Set
at zero degree angle. Fillet all tail connections with
plastic balsa (balsa sawdust mixed with glue or thick
dope). Mold with fingers. When dry, sand and cover
with strips of silk. Cover whole body with silk. Bend
landing gear from 1/8" steel wire.
Bend a 23" strip so that it has a 4" centre, 8" struts
and 1-1/2" axles. Bend a rear piece with 4" centre and
12" struts. Wrap rear to front at axles with fine copper wire and solder. Sew landing gear to fuselage with
heavy thread and flood with glue. Dope body with three
or four coats. The Riser Rider was finally doped yellow.
Screw motor on skid, attach wires and gas line. The
model will be improved with a cowling cut from a balsa
block as suggested on plans,
and with a fillet of plastic balsa fitting up under the
wing. However, the model will turn in real performances
without them.
Pick a quiet day to test model. It should balance at middle of wing. Move batteries to adjust. First try gliding.
Face model on runway into the wind and give a gentle
push. Increase power of the shove until the model
takes off, climbs to three or four feet and comes to a
gentle landing. Next try hand-launching a half-dozen
times or so. If the model banks, block up at centre for
temporary adjustment. For first powered flight, have
motor run only a few seconds. Never put in more than
1/8 ounce except at contests. Never put in more than
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30 seconds of gas unless you have a car all ready to go. (Note: Weighing 3-1/2 pounds, the model has a wing loading
of 9 ounces per square foot. For new weight rules use very hard balsa or slightly larger sizes to raise weight 6 ounces. Wing area is approximately 6.2 square feet).

Scanned From June, 1938 Air Trails
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MAKING YOUR OWN
WING TRAILING EDGE STOCK
From Larry Davison
samchamp@jetbroadband.com
Here's a quick way of making perfect trailing edges that I
use.
Decide what size music wire to put in front for the L/E
thickness and same for the T/E thickness.
Comes our perfect every time and only takes minutes.
Note the strips of wood to captivate the music wire to keep
it in position while using the razor plane.

Full Size PDF plans for the Esso Glider are available from:
https://outerzone.co.uk/download_this_plan.asp?ID=3265
( 1943 - 75in wingspan )
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DESIGNED FOR PINE
By Dick Everett

BUILD THIS ALL-PINE CONTEST WINNER DEVELOPED BY NACA EXPERT.
FEATURES NEW TYPE OF DETHERMALIZER.

“WHAT! build a gas job with white pine”
Now wait a minute, pine isn't heavy. As a matter of
fact, it's a soft wood, while balsa, as probably few of
you know, is classed as a hard wood (all trees that shed
their leaves in the fall are hard woods).
After some experimentation and the building of one gas
job with pine, it was decided that pine was satisfactory;
in fact many people prefer it to balsa.
Construction time was about the same as with balsa, although it was a little more difficult to work with until we
learned the different tricks. For instance, on the first
attempt we used Weldwood in preference to model airplane cement, thinking the latter would not do. However, when it dried it was so tough it could not be cut with
a razor blade. We then had recourse to casein glue,
which while satisfactory in other ways, took too long to
dry. As a last-ditch resort, model airplane cement was
tried but it did not work very well until a fillet of cement was added (much the same procedure every model
builder uses for square fuselages). This did the trick;
the cement held so well that the wood broke before the
cement.
Wood in sizes up to 1/16" can easily be cut with a singleedged razor blade. The ribs were cut around a tin can
template in this manner. Curved parts were eliminated
wherever possible because pine splits very easily. But
wherever they were used, they were glued together in
straight sections and then cut to shape. Two tools that
proved priceless in making this model were a Syncro Jr.
saw and a variety of sandpaper blocks bearing rough,
medium and smooth sandpaper. Remember, the only difference between the beginner and the expert is that
the expert uses sandpaper.
As for the weight, pine when properly used will cause
the ship to weigh no more than the old type of balsa
ship, while possessing the advantage of great strength.
The sizes were slightly smaller than those usually used.
They could not be cut in half even though pine weighs
almost twice as much as the hardest balsa – 16 pounds
to 30 pounds per cubic foot. Despite the fact that pine

was used, with bamboo paper for covering, the ship,
complete with dethermalizer, is only half an ounce over
the weight specified in the latest A.M.A. contest rules.
The cross section was kept to a minimum and no balsa
was used except for the cowling. Wire was used for the
landing gear (which was made from ordinary clothesline)
and hook up only.
The rudder brake type really works wonderfully, slowing
up the glide to a mush. It also acts as a wind vane,
keeping the model headed into the wind at all times,
thereby bringing the model toward the starting point.
At first there was much debate as to the advisability of
using this type of dethermalizer, but after witnessing
the first flight, all the fellows decided to install them
on their own ships. Try it and see whether you don't
like it better than the one you are now using.
Such were my experiences in building my first white
pine gas model. Sincere thanks must be given to Frank
Zaic who very generously gave his time and many valuable suggestions.
FUSELAGE: The crutch is constructed first, and the
entire top part of the fuselage, including the wing
mount and rudder, is built before removing front the
work board. When the cement is dry, the crutch is removed and the bottom half built. The landing gear is
then bent and cemented in place. The inside of the
cowling is carved and cemented on and when dry, the
outside is shaped. Sand thoroughly with rough and
smooth sandpaper. The dowels for the wing and stabilizer are then added and the completed fuselage laid
aside.
STABILIZER: To save yourself a lot of work when constructing the horizontal tail, use pre-tapered trailing
edge stock. All the ribs are made alike and then cut to
the required length. The taper for the ribs is cut from
the rear, using the leading edge for a basic point. The
ribs are then glued in position and the spars, tips and
gussets added.
WING: The wing design was selected because of its
simplicity and efficiency. The straight taper is very
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easy to build and eliminates the necessity of long curves
on the tip for a nice-looking wing. The ribs are all cut to
the same length and then cut to the proper length for
their respective positions. The following method is used
to taper the ribs by means of the tin template. The ribs
are tapered by placing the bottom of the template on
the lower surface of the airfoil in a line with the leading
edge and the trailing edge thickness. The wood projecting below this should be sliced maybe with a razor blade.
Do not expect to cut this wood with one sweep of the
blade. After the second or third try, depending on the
pressure used, the wood will part and presto! -- a perfectly tapered rib. The ribs and spars are then added
and cemented securely in place. The tips and gussets
are now cemented in place and allowed to dry. The leading edge is first shaped with a razor blade and then,
along with the rest of the wing, sanded to a smooth
shape, both in outline and contour.
MISCELLANEOUS AND COVERING: Add the wiring
and shellack well the inside of the cowling. Mount any
Class B motor, being sure to drill the mounting holes
slightly oversize so that the thrust of the motor can be
adjusted to any direction. The entire model is then
sanded to a very smooth finish to avoid ridges under the
covering. The original was covered entirely (with the
exception of the wing mount) with a light grade of white
bamboo paper. White Silkspan or silk may be used, for
the wing mount -- just be sure to wet the material first
so that it may he pulled into a well-faired shape. The
model should be given three thin coats of clear dope and
then trimmed with two thin coats of red. The striping
tape is then removed and one more coat of clear added.
This provides a high gloss as well as making it a tight
moisture-proof job.
RIGGING AND FLYING: The effect of the wing's being out of line with the tail or vice versa, is really amazing. The findings were that the model could he made to
circle entirely independent of the rudder and thrust by
merely inclining the stabilizer out of line. This is important as it will fly against thrust, torque and rudder if
the stabilizer is merely tilted out of line. This makes
the rigging job very important. The motor is set to the
right exactly 1/4", using a 12" prop. A stick is fastened
to the rudder -- mark this with the prop blade horizontal. Swing your prop blade 180 degrees and move the
stick to the other side. Loosen the motor and twist until this setting is achieved. This is essential for it will
allow the builder to get the utmost from his ship by allowing it to fly in a nice right circle under power and
then roll out on top like a hand-launched glider into a
left glide, actually gaining altitude on the pull-out instead of losing it as most ships do. The actual testing is
a ritual which should done in a slow and easy manner.
The ship is tested for the glide by running with it until
you feel it start to lift from your hand, whereupon you
should give it slight shove – not up -- but at it point
about sixty feet from you on the ground. The ship
should glide well in a nice left circle about 200 feet in
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diameter; adjust the tab until you get this circle. If
necessary, vary the incidence to obtain a nice long flat
glide. When this glide is obtained, the model is ready
for her maiden flight.
Start up the motor and when it turns up at about 1/4,
throttle her with the same procedure used in gliding.
The ship should climb slightly and to the right. This
circle should be about 125 to 150 feet in diameter. If
your ship shows a tendency to do this, she is really
right, so slowly add power until the maximum is reached,
adjusting the rudder tab until the old crate is really
ticking.
A Forster 29 and a Comet 35 have both been used for
motive power and the ship seems quite capable of handling more power. So far, the highest flights that have
been turned in were over three minutes on 14-second
motor run. Piney has just won fourth place in the West
Virginia State Meet with only two official flights.

Scanned from June,1943 Air Trails.
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Contest
Calendar
2017

SAM 600 Australia
Victorian Old Timers Association Inc.
10 Cunningham Drive
Endeavour Hills
Vic 3802

Contests commence at 10 am, unless otherwise stated.
The MAAA 2013 Rules apply.

The CD for all SAM600 events will be nominated on the day of the event.
General Meeting Echuca 9am March 26th / AGM Cohuna 9am September 10th
All 1/2A, Duration & Texaco events will have the electric equivalent

November 11th & 12th

Cohuna
Saturday: 1/2A Texaco, Burford, Duration.
Sunday: Texaco, ‘38 Antique, Climb & Glide.

November 26th

Ballarat
Sunday: 1/2A Texaco, Texaco, Duration, Climb & Glide.

